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ABSTRACT 
To derive order conditions for Runge-Kutta methods of Nystr/Sm or Fehlberg type, applicable to 
arbitrary order differential equations, a theory similar to that about Runge-Kutta methods for 
first order systems, due to Butcher [1], is developed. By a new definition of elementary differ- 
entials, which is independent of the order of the given system, each condition to be satisfied by 
the coefficients of the method directly follows from the representation f the corresponding 
elementary differential. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of Runge-Kutta methods for the integra- 
tion of systems of first order differential equations, 
Butcher [1] developed a calculus to expand both the 
solution and approximation vectors as Taylor series. 
A comparison 6f terms gives conditions on the para- 
meters of the numerical process. 
In consideration f the one-to-one correspondence of 
the elementary differentials (defined by Butcher) with 
rooted trees (see Kastlunger-Wanner [2], Hairer-Wanner 
[3,4]), several extensions of Butcher's theory were 
made to get more general integration methods. Es- 
pecially the theory for Nystrtm me,hods to integrate 
second order systems, developed by Hairer [5] by the 
aid of first order partitioned systems, may be general- 
ized to n-th order differential equations. 
It is the aim of this paper to give a direct extension of 
Butcher's approach to systems of arbitrary order 
without using rooted trees. Giving a generalized 
definition for the elementary differentials, it is 
possible to state similar results as in [1], so that the 
order conditions for the coefficients of Runge-Kutta- 
Nystrtm methods can be derived immediately from 
the representations of the individual elementary dif- 
ferentials. This is applicable to Runge-Kutta algorithms 
of Nystrtm type [6,7,8] as well as to those of Fehlberg 
type [9]. To the latter method we give some applica- 
tions at the end of this paper. 
Let us consider asystem of m coupled ifferential 
equations of n-th order 
y(n) = Fix . , . . ,  ,. (n-l), . , , ," (n-1)~, 
'Yl 71 "'" 71 ""'Tm'~m "'" 7m / 
= F(x,Y,Y,...,Y(n-1)) (1) 
with the initial values . . . .  (n-l) Y0,Y0,...,Y0 at the point 
x 0. The components of the vectors Y(J), Y0 ~1 and F 
are denoted by .d fk 0 j n-l/ 
F is assumed to be sufficiently differentiable. To com- 
pute the approximationYh(J) of the solution Y(J)(x0+h )
(where h denotes the stepsize) the classical Runge- 
Kutta-Nystrtm ethod uses the formulas 
yh0) = y0(J) +h~0(J÷l) +2~ Y0 (j+2) +... 
• ..+ hn-j-1 Y(0 n-l) +h n-j ~ c~n-J) Fg (0~j~n-1) 
(n=j-1)! K--0 (2) 
with the evaluations 
F 0 = F(x0,Y0,Y ~ ..... V(0 n-l)) and 
Fg = F[x0qxr h , Y0 +aghY0 +'"+ (~h_)ln-1 Y(0 n-l) 
+hn ~ / /~F  x, 
~,=0 
yt+%hyt,÷... + (%h) "-2 Y0(n_X/+hn_l ~, ~(~-I)F x, 
(n-2)! 4=0 
~=0 ~A FX] (3) 
To determine the coefficients c~ n-j), ~ and/3(g~ -j) 
(0~j~n-1; 0~g, X~v; cz0=0 ) the Taylor series of 
Y(J)(x0+h ) and Yh 0) at x 0 have to be compared. 
2. THE TAYLOR EXPANSIONS FOR THE EXACT 
SOLUTION 
The expansions ofY(J)(x0+h ) (0~j~n-1) consist of 
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the initial values and the total derivatives Y(n+k)=F(k) 
(k~0) of (17, evaluated at x 0. To map the function 
, • (n-l) , (n-l), 
= ~(x'Yl'Yl ..... Yl ..... Ym'Ym ..... Ym ) (4) 
to its total derivative ~-- ~ ,  the corresponding 
operator has the form 
d m n-1 p+l) 
=- -=d +Z ~ y~ dkj (5) D dx x k=l j=0 
(here, we denote d x = ~/Sx, dkj = B/~yk ~)" for 1~1¢~m, 
0~j~n-1). By the expression 
m n-1 ~+1) dkj]P DP(~o) = [d x +k~=l Z y (~o 7 (6) j=0 
which was introduced by Collatz [10, p. 18] we get 
D(@+~b) = D(@) +D(~), D(@~) = D(@).~-'h#.D(~7, 
m n-2 k~+2)DP_l[dkj(¢) ] D[DP(~o)] = DP+I(~o 7 +p Z X y 
k=l  j=0 
m 
+p k~=l D(fk) D p-1 [dk(n_l)(~0)]. (7) 
For n=2, these equations are identical to those of 
Bettis [6]• 
Definition I
To simplify the successive derivation of (4) we define 
E0(¢)  = tp, E I (~)  ---- D(~) ,  (8 )  
EP(~o) = DP(~0) + ~12] ArP(¢) with 
r=l 
m 11-2 
. . z  z 
ArP(cP) = r-~ k l= l  kr=l 11=2 12=2 
n-ll+l 2 n-l~_l+l r n~r ~1+11-12 ) ,lr-L 
"'" qr ) I~ .... j l=0  Jr_l=0 jr~=0 Y[¢1 "-" 
(Jr-l+lr-l-lr) yk0[+lr)DP-ll [dklJl...dk~Jr(¢)] 
"'" Ykr_l 
I r 1-2 p 11 
• "-ff (1)(1 ) ' '  lr=2 1 2 
(I~2, l<r< [~1). 
Here, [E] denotes the greatest integer q such that 
k 
q ~ P. For i>k let .~ .(...) be zero. 
2 J=l 
In the case that ~=F and re=l, Albrecht [11] already 
has considered the above expressions for p~3. 
1,emma 2
With the notation dk(n_j)=0 for j>n we obtain the 
new differentiation rule 
.~ E (f)EP-X(d. - (9)). DtEP(¢)l=EP.l_l(¢)q.~ ~ 1(~)m 1 
= k=l k k(n-h) (9 7 
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Proof 
By (7) and 
m n~2 01+2) 
~50(~) = klZ=l P "j:=0Ykl DP-ltdklJl(~)l, 
m 
eO(~°7 = ~=1 P'D(fk)DP'l[dk(n-1) (~pT] (10) 
we get 
D[DP(~p)] = DP+l(~p) +80(~ ) +e0(~0)" (11) 
The expression 
D[ArP(~)] = ~=l[ar,i(~O)+~r,i(~)]+'rr(¢)+6r(~O)+er(~) 
( l<r  • [E]) (12 7 
for the derivative of ArP(~0 ) from (8) consists of terms 
which have similar expressions like ArP(¢ ). Therefore 
we only describe these parts of them which differ 
from ArP(~0 ) : 
n-li+li+l-1 (ji+li-li+l +1) ...D p-1 m j__: • j l=0  "'" Yki 
1 m n-li+li+l ... D( fki)...DP-11 [...(¢) ], 
- Y~. . .  Z 
/3r'i(~) = r! k l= l  ji=n-li+li+l 
_ 1 m .. Dp+l-l l  
"rr(~°) - ~. k?=f  [.•.(~o71, ( l<i<r),  
1 ~ m ~1 m-2 =-  ... :c . . . (p-- l l ) (  )... z ... 
~r(~) r! k l= l  kr+l=l Jr+l=0 
(Jr+l +2) p-l-I 1 
... Ykr+l D' [dklJl .., dkr+lJr+l(~0)], 
m 
1 ~ D(fk) klZ=l...(P_ll)(~l)... er(~) = r! k=l  
p-l-11 
... D [dklJl ... dkrJr dk(n_l)(¢)] . (13) 
After some special transformations (for the complete 
computation see [12]) we obtain 
[13+11 
2 EP+I(9) = DP+l(~o) + Z" .AP+l(~o) 
r ~ 1 r 
[2 ~ l  r 
= DP+I(¢) +60(¢7 +r~=l [~=1 ar'i(¢)+Tr(¢)4~r(¢)] 
(14) 
and 
~1= (P) k=l~a El(fk)Ep_X[dk(n-x) (~)] 
4 
1[...(~ 
[2 ~]  r 
=  r,il ) (15) 
From this equation (9) follows and lemma 2 is proved. 
Using equation (9) instead of the third rule of (7) the 
successive derivation of F from (1) may be consider- 
ably simplified. Furthermore it is possible to expand 
the theory by Butcher [1] immediately to systems of 
n-th order differential equations. 
Definition 3 
We denote 
EP(fl)] 
(p) = EP(F) = (p-)0) (16) 'Pi'm>J 
as an "elementary differential" of order p and degree 
s=0. The vector 
G = = (qU1,'"ds) GI""Gs 
m m 
= ~ ...k~_~]glkl...gsk sEqrd d k l= l  s t kl(n-j l)- ,  ks(n_Js)(F)] 
(17) 
with q~0 and l~ji~<n ( l~i~s) is called an elementary 
differential of degree s~ 1 and order 
S 
u = q +i X= (Ji+ui)' (18) 
if gik i (l~<i~s) itself represents he ki-th component 
of an elementary differential Gi of order ui~l. 
Corollary 4 
The order of every elementary differential of degree 
s~l  is u~2.  The only elementary differentials of 
orders u = 0 and u = 1 are F = (0) and D (F) = (1). 
Remark 
The expressions Ji and G i (i~d~s) are always coupled 
in G Of (17). Therefore in general they cannot be 
changed separately with Jk or G k without changing G" 
by itself. If j i  and G i are changed simultaneously with 
Jk and Gk, then G doesn't alter. 
Notation 
If some "pairs" (Ji,Gi) appear more than once in the 
expression (17) of G, then G is denoted by 
o = (qu l  . . . .  "o . . . .  G o , (19) 
#l-fold #o-fold 
where/~i ( l~i~o) denotes the multiplicity of (Ji,Gi) 
inG. 
O 
It holds Z #i = s. 
i=l 
Example 5 
G--- (011,1)(1)((112)(1)) of the form (17)is equivalent 
to the expression 
Z ]g ] g m  m E1 (fr [ )  E1 dr(n-2)(f'l)] fkEl( ) E0 
k=l 1=1 r=l 
[dl (n-l) dk(n-1)(F)]" 
It holds q=0, s=o=2, #1=/a2=l,j l=J2=l, G1=(1 )
and G2=(112 ) (1). The order ofG 1 is u1=1 by (16). 
Since G 2 is of the form (17), it holds q2=1, s2=1 , 
J21 - 2 and G21 = (1) with u21 = 1. Hence, with (18) 
it follows u 2 = q2 + 021 + u21) = 4 and 
u = q +01 "l'Ul) -I- (J2 -t-u2) = 7. 
Remark 
The order u of any given elementary differential G
from (16) or (17) can be obtained by adding up all 
numbers which appear in the expression of G. In 
particular, the multiplicity in (19) has to be consider- 
ed. 
Corollary 6 
The total derivatives of the elementary differentials 
(16) and (17) have the expressions 
D[(p)] = (p+l) + t (P1) (p-jlU1) (1) and (20) 
j1=1 
D[(qU 1 .... ~js)Gl...Gs] = (q+IU I , . . . J s )G I . . .G  s 
q (q 
+ Z ) (q-Js+l[Jl,'"Js+l) Gl'"Gs'(1) 
Js+l =1 Js+l 
S 
+~'=1 (q~l'""js)Gl""D[Gi]"'Gs" (21) 
This follows from the use of (9). 
Theorem 7 
The total derivative of any elementary differentia/of 
order u consists of elementary differentials of order 
u+l. Their coefficients all are positive. 
This results immediately by induction from corollaries 
4 and 6 and equation (18). 
Theorem 8
The poth total derivative F(P) of F is a sum of element- 
ary differentials of p-th order. There is no elementp~ 
differentia/of rder p which does not appear in Fw/. 
The F~rst assertion isobvious by corollary 4 and 
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theorem 7. The proof of the existence of any element- 
ary differential of p-th order in F(P) is done by induc- 
tion. For p~l  see corollary 4. If 1~2, we assume 
that the above assertion is true for F (u) ( l~u~p- l ) .  
Let G be an arbitrary differential of order p. Then, 
by (20) and (21), one can find an elementary differen- 
tial ~ of order p- l ,  so that G appears as a term in 
D[~] wi'th some positive coefficient (see theorem 7). 
Since ~ is assumed to occur in F(P -1), G also must 
occur in F(P). Because the sum of positive coefficients 
is positive (G may occur more than once in F(P)) the 
result is proved. 
Example 9 
By corollary 6 and theorems 7 and 8 the first derivatives 
of F are obtained as foUows : 
F'- = (1), 
F'" = (2) +(011)(1), (22) 
F ' "= (3) +(011)(2) +3(111)(1) +(011)2(1) +(0[2)(1). 
("(0[1)2(1) '', "(011)(0{1)(1)" and "(011)((011)(1))" 
are notations for the same expression.) 
Remark 
The proofs of theorems 7 and 8 are similarly done as 
by Butcher (see theorems 1and 2 in [1]). The more 
general definition of the elementary differentials en- 
ables us to use them for systems of n-th order differen- 
tial equations too. 
In table 1 all elementary differentials up to order 5 
are presented in both the expressions by definition 3 
and by Butcher. The coefficient aappearing in this 
table is explained later. 
TABLE 1 
Elementary differentials of orders 0-5 in the represent- 
ations by definition 3 and by Butcher [1]. 
order u el. diff. G by def. 3 G by Butchez coeff, a 
o Co) 
1 (1) 
2 (2) 
(011)(1) 
3 (3) 
(01!)(2) 
(111)(1) 
(011)2(1) 
(012)(1) 
{1} 1 
{f} 1 
(f2} 1 
{2 f}2 1 
{f3} 1 
{2f2}2 1 
if{q} 3 
{3 f}3 1 
1 
order u 
4 
el. diff. G by def. 3 
(4) 
(o11)(3) 
(111)(2) 
(211)(1) 
(011)2(2) 
(011)(111)(1) 
(lil)(011)(1) 
(011)3(1) 
(0i1,1)(1) 2
(012)(2) 
(112)(1) 
(012)(011)(1) 
(011)(012)(1) 
(013)(1) 
(5) 
(011)(4) 
(111)(3) 
(2[1)(2) 
(311)(1) 
(011)2(3) 
(011)(111)(2) 
(0ll)(211)(1) 
(111)(011)(2) 
(111)2(1) 
(211)(011)(1) 
(011)3(2) 
(011)2(111)(1) 
(o11)(111)(011)(!I 
(111)(011)2(1) 
(011)4(1) 
(011,1)(1)(2). 
(1[1,1)(1) 2
(0i1,1)0)1(011)(!)~ 
(011)(011,1)(z)2! 
G by Butcher coeff, a 
{f4} 1 
(2 f3}2 1 
{f{f2}} 4 
{f2(f}} 6 
{3 f2}3 1 
{2 fff}}2 3 
{f{2 f}2 } 4 
{4 f)4 1 
{{f)2} 3 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
{f5} 1 
{2 f4}2 1 
{f{f3}} 5 
{f2{f2)} 10 
{f3:[f}} 10 
{3 f3}3 1 
{2 f{f2 }}2 4 
{2 f2 {f})2 6 
{f{2 f2 }2}- 5 
{f{f{f}}} 15 
{f2{2 f}2 } 10 
{4 f2}4 1 
{3 f{f})3 3 
{2 f{2 f}2}2 4 
{f{3 f}3 } 5 
{5 f}5 1 
{{f}{f2}} 10 
{f{f}2} 15 
{(f}(2 f}2} lO 
{2{f}2}2 3 
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order u 
5 
el. diff. G by def. 3 
(012)(3) 
(112)(2) 
(212)(1) 
(011)(012)(2) 
(011)(112)(1) 
(111)(012)(i) 
(012)(011)(2) 
(012)(111)(I) 
(112)(011)(i) 
(o12)2(1) 
(oli)2(o12)(1) 
(o11)(o12)(011)(i~ 
(o12)(oli)2(i) 
(011,2)(1) 2
(013)(2) 
(113)(1) 
(011)(013)(1) 
(013)(011)(1) 
(014)(1) 
iG by Butcher coeff, a 
1 
5 
10 
1 
4 
5 
1 
3 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
10 
1 
5 
1 
1 
1 
The existence of all elementary differentials in the 
total derivatives of F now is proved. To construct the 
Taylor expansion 
YO)(xo+h ) 
• " n -  "hn-!" 7 = y0(J)+hY00+l)+...+ t _,). F o 
+:  h n-j+p F(P)(x 0 ..... Y(O n-l)) 
p=l (n-j+p)! 
=Y00)+hYO 0+1)+ + hn-j F 0 
"'" in_j)! 
+~ hn-j+ui a i (Gi) 0 (0~j~n-1), (23) 
i= 1 (n-j+ui)! 
where all elementary differentials of order u ~ 1 are 
numbered throughout (('")0 designates the evaluation 
of the expression at (x0, Y0,Y~ ..... y~n-1))), the 
coeff~ients a i of G i have still be found. The application 
of corollary 6 to Fred the coefficient ai where G i is an 
dementary differential of high order, becomes increas- 
ingly involved. Therefore we will prove a formula to 
compute a: only from the corresponding elementary 
dffferent'~ Gi. However let us prove at first a lemma 
which will also be used in the computation of the 
Taylor series OfYh0) (0~j~n-1). 
Notation 
If we define the vector H 1 with the components ~?kl 
( l~k~m) as 
OO 
H 1 = 1!. Z hP F(P) ( l~l~n), (24) 
p=1 (l+p)~ 
then the Taylor expansion of yk ~) (x+h) ( l~k~m, 
0~j~gn-1) at x takes the form 
y~)(x+h) 
=yk  0) +hYk0+l)+...+hn-j fl_ +~ hn-j+P ~P) 
(n-j)! ~ p=l (n-j+p)! 
=ykO)+h ,(j+l)a..a_h n-j +h n-j 
Yk . . . . .  (n-j)! fk (n-j)! r/k[n-J)" (25) 
Lemma 10 
Let ~0 from (4) be analytical in some neighborhood of
(x,Yl(X) ..... y(mn-1)(x)). Consider the point 
(x+ch,~ 1 ..... "~(m n-l)) within this neighborhood, where 
~'k (j) (l~<k<~m, 0~j~n-1) is defined as 
_ hn-j 
"~k 0) = yk ~) +ch Yk(J+l)+'"+ (ch)n-Jin_j)! fk "~,  ¢/k(n-j) 
(26) 
with sufficiently small h. Then the Taylor series of 
Ch = ¢(x+ch'~l ..... ~(rn n-l)) (27) 
at (x,Yl(X) ..... y(mn-1)(x)) admits the form 
11-1 
~0h=~0+~ hP{cPEP(~0)+ ~ 1__ ~ y~ ... 
p=l p! r=l r! 11 r 12=r-1 
lr~1-1 P- l l ,P 11 lr_l. m m 
""lff--1 c ~11)(12)...(1 r ) £ k1=1"'" kr=l ~?k1(11-12)' 
E p-1 1 
• " r~kr_l(lr_l-lr) T/krl r [dkl(n-ll+12)"" 
... dkr_l(n_lr_l+lr ) dkr(n_lr)(~0)]). (28) 
Proof 
Observe that the Taylor expansion of~0 h at 
(x,Yl(X) ..... y(mn-1)(x)) has the form 
m n-1 " +l)dkj ~0h=~O+: l ( chdx+Z Z n~ (ch)l • 
p=lp~ k=lj=01=l I~ YU0 
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m n-1 hn-j dkj)P(~o ) 
+[=1 j~=O (n-j)----!rtk(n-J) 
=~0+~ -1 (chD+~ ~; (ch)l ~-1 p=l pI k=l I=2 I! j=0 y,¢+l),0_" d0,_; 
m ~ h 1 ))P(~o). 
+[=1 I=1 17 nkl dk(n-1 (29) 
For computing the second expression of (29) we use 
k 
the notations .Z . (...) = 0 for i>k and dk(n_j) = 0 
j=l 
for j > n as in definition 1 and lemma 2. Those terms 
of the resulting expression are combined, which in- 
clude the same powers of h as a factor. Using definition 
i we obtain equation (28), and the lemma is proved 
(for details ee [12]). 
Corollary I I 
If we replace ~0 by F and set c=l in lemma 10, then 
F h = F[x+h,y l(x+h) ..... y(m n-l) (x+h)] (30) 
has the following Taylor expansion at 
(x,Yl(X) ..... y(mn-1)(x)), using definition 3 : 
F h=F+  li--P 1 11-1 lr_l-X 
p=l p! [(p) r=l r-~ l l=r 12Z=r-1 "'"Ir=~l "'" 
p !  
. . .  . , .  
(P-11)!(11-12) !'''(lr-l-lr) fir ! 
... (p-I 1{11-12 ..... lr_l-lr,lr)Hll_12...Hlr_l_irHlr ]. (31) 
Thus we get the following result for the coefficients 
a i in (23) : 
Theorem 12 
. . . .  P l  #o  Let G = (q~1,...01,,...0o,...,]o) G 1 ... Go be an arbitrary 
/~l-fold #o-fold 
elementary differential of order u and degree 
O 
s = Z 1. Let a denote the coefficient of G in 
i=1/~i ~ 
the expression (23), so that a.G is a term of the u-th 
derivative of F. Simultaneously the variablesa i may 
denote the corresponding coeffh:ients of the element- 
ary differentials G i of order u i (1~i~o) which appear 
as some "factors" in G. Then a is recursively determ- 
ined by 
a=UJ I~ 1__ ( ai )/ai 
q! ' i= l  #i ! - ~  " (32) 
Proof 
If G i (i=1,2,3,...) are all elementary differentials of 
orders ui~ 1, which all occur in the total derivatives 
F(P) (I~1) by theorem 8, then the Taylor series of 
Fh = y(n) (x+h) at x may be described as follows : 
r h F +~ ~F(P) CO) +i~= hui (33) = = __  aiG i. 
p=l p! 1 ui! 
On the other hand this is identical with (31). There- 
fore a can be found by equating (31) and (33). I fG 
of degree s contains exactly r distinct values Jk and 
to each Jk (1~k~¢) exactly a k distinct elementary 
differentials Gki ( l~i~ok) , so that the pairs (Jk,Gki) 
appear in G with multiplicity Pki, then G may be 
described in the form 
G = (q!l,.i.,jl,...!r,.~.jrt)Gl...Gvx...Gs 
vl-fold vr-fold 
. . . .  ,~.Pll 
= (qlJ l l , . . . , J l l , . . .t l lOl,.. . J lol,. . .t l¢o¢.,... j¢o~)Ull ... 
4- -~.  , t I ! # ~ , I 
P 11 -fold P 1 Ol -fold Pror -fold 
_P lOl  _Pro¢ 
... Glo 1 ...G¢o ¢ (34) 
Ok 7 
with Jki=Jk , i~= 1Pki=Vk f laker ,  l~<i~<ok), ~= lVk=S. 
G from (34) occurs only in those terms of (31) where 
$ 
r=s, P-11= q and 11= iZ=l Ji holds. Furthermore the 
sets (jl,...js) and {11-12,..,15_ 1 -Is,1 ) must be equal. 
Since any permutations of the pairs (ji,Gi) in (34) 
are permissible (see the remark after corollary 4), 
S ! there are ( ~ )  possibilities to equate (q[Jl .... Js) 
v I .... v r. 
and (qlll-I 2 ..... Is). Hence, all terms of (31) which in- 
clude G occur in 
"r Vl v r 
hP.11 ( 1 ) (@1 .... J l ' " ' J r "" J r  )H; ""Hjr 
q! k=l Vk !(jk!)vk , , , , . , J1 
Vl-fold v T-fold 
(35) 
T 
with p = q +z  vkj k. Now, for some k (X<kg¢), 
=1 
we consider those elementary differentials G i in G 
which are coupled with Jk" With their multiplidty 
they are represented xactly ( Vk! ~) times in 
Pkl l . . .Pkok .
Vk ..°° h 1 v k 
Hjk= (jk!)Vk.[iz~ 1 (Jk~i) ! aiGi] (36) 
(see (24) and (33)). Therefore (with Jki=Jk f laker ,  
l~i~°k))  • pki 
Ok 1 -hUklaki - 
hP.~ II ~--~-'] i t"-ha "'| (37) 
q! k=l i=l Ol d . Uki ki)" 
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. . . .  Pl 1 GPror 
• (qlJll,...,Jll,...dror,...,Jro r) Gl l  ... ¢o r 
P 11 -fold Pror-fold 
is precisely that term of (31) which includes the con- 
sidered elementary differential G of (34). By design- 
ating the terms J11,.,j ror'  P 11 ..... Pro r to j l  .... ,Jo' 
T 
#l'"'auo (o = Z Ok) we finally get the equation 
k=l 
ui Pi 
h u h a i _aG=hP.  ~ 1 ( ~ )  
u! q ! i=1 pi ! 
/a o • (q!l""~l'"' Ja'"'Oq)G~ 1"'" Go (38) 
~l-iold ~o2old 
0 0 
with p +~'= 1/aiui = q +Zi= 1/aiOi+ui) = u by (18). 
From this however the result of theorem 12 follows. 
RetBar l¢  
If G is an elementary differential of degree s=0, then 
a--1. This follows by F '=(1)  and equation (20). 
The coefficients a of all elementary differentials of 
orders u~5 are presented in table 1. 
r 
Now, the Taylor expansions ofY(J)(x0+h ) at x 0 
(0 ~<j ~ n-l) are representable explicitly by the 
elementary differentials of definition 3. This is 
generally true and not restricted to Runge-Kutta 
methods. 
3. THE TAYLOR SERIES FOR THE APPROXIMA- 
TION 
To construct the conditions for the Runge-Kutta 
coefficients the Taylor expansions of the approxima- 
Yh 0) (0~j~n-1) additionally are requested. tions In 
particular, these approximations consist of the func- 
tion evaluations F K ( l~g~v,  see (2)). Therefore the 
expansions Of Yh~) at x 0 can be obtained by construct- 
ing the Taylor series of F K at (x0,Y0,Y ~ ..... y~n-1)). 
Considering the arguments 
y(J) + .  hv(j+l)4- +(agh) n-j-1 Y(0n-1) 
0 -K---0 . . . . .  (n-j-l)! 
+h n-j Z ~- J )  F x (39) 
X=0 
(0~j~n-1) of F K from (3) as Taylor series, we obtain 
the usual but not necessary conditions 
an-J 
_ g (O~j~n-1, l~g~v) ,  (40) 
~--0 "(~-j ) (n-j) ! 
which simplify the construction of the Runge-Kutta 
conditions (see also Halter-Wanner [7]). 
Definition 13 
Using (40) we define for l~<g~<v : 
Rg = F K - F 0 
(a. h) n n 
rO+h 
• ~=1 
YO +ag h Y~'+...+ (agh)n-1 (n-l)! F0+hn-1 X=I ~ ~'gxa(n-1)Rx' 
Y(0 n-l) +hF  0 +h~..=l ~gXa(1)Rxs'-F 0. (41) 
Corollary 14 
The vector Rg (l~g~<v) from (41) can be represented 
by 
11_1 
hp [ (p)o+~ 1 P Z ... 
Rg p=l r=l r-~ l l=r 12=r-1 
lr_l- ! aP"ll 
... ~ g 
lr=l (p-ll)! (P-llll1-12 ..... lr_l-lr.lr) 0 
v (11-12) v 3~l~_l-lr) R.) (~ /3!lr) R.)], 
1 ^ 7,=1 ^ 
(42) 
This follows immediately from lemma 10 and corollary 
y 
and setting c = a K. 
Corollary 15 
Assuming (40), Fg from (3) is a sum of elementary 
differentials, evaluated at x 0. Hence, we obtain the 
expression 
Fg = F 0 +i~__1 hui bgi (Gi) 0 (l<K<v) (43) 
with some coefficients bgi and some powers u i. This 
follows by inserting successively the expression (42) 
into itself. 
Theorem 16 
For any elementary differential G which occurs in 
Rg ( l~g~v) from (42), the corresponding term has 
the form h u b K G O (G0=GIx=x0). The exponent u
of h is exactly the order of G. If G = (p), then 
a p 
bK_ g (44) 
p~ 
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#I #o If G = (q~l '" ' J l "" Ja" '" Jo)  G1 ""Go has the degree 
I 1 J t I I 
#l-fold #o-fold 
o 
s = Z # i  ~* 1, then bg can be recursively computed by 
i=1 
a q v -(Ji) #i 
= g ~ l (~=l / jgX  bxi) " (45) bg q!" i=l #i ! 
Here, bxi (1~i~o, l~X~<v) are the corresponding 
coefficients of G i in R X. 
Proof 
In the case G=(p) the result follows directly from the 
representation f Rg in (42). The construction of 
equation (45) is similar to the proof of (32) in theorem 
12. Therefore we only describe that therm of Rr 
which includes the elementary differential 
#1 #o G = (qUx .... J1 .... Jo,"'do) G1 ""G o as the only one: 
aq 
g 
hUb#G0 = ~!'(qUl""dl,  . ,""d°""d°)0, , , 
#l-fold #o-fold 
hP+#1Ul+'"+#oUo ~ 1 v (Ji) i 
• " i=l #i ! [?=1/3gx bxi(Gi)0~ "
(46) 
If we assume that u i (1-~i~a) is the order of Gi, then, 
by induction, the exponent u of h is exactly the order 
O 
of G. This follows by p = q +.~ l#J i  ~= ~ and (18). 
Example 17 
To illustrate the formulas (32) and (45) we determine 
the condition of the Runge-Kutta coefficients which 
is generated by the elementary differential 
G = (011,1)(1)((112)(1)) of example 5. For GI=G21 = 
(1) it holds a1=a21=1 and bgl=bg21=ag (l~g~v). 
For G 2 = (112)(1) it follows 
82_  4!.1 -- 4, a(2) (47) 
1!.(2+1)! bg2 It "X=I vgX a~. 
The coefficients a and br ( l~g~v) finally are com- 
puted as 
a = 7[.1.4 _ 71.4 _ 84 and 
0t.(1+1)!.(4+1)! 2!.5[ 
a 0 
bg-~-. '  "(?=1 k=l ~gX ax =1 
(48) 
Comparing the Taylor expansions of Y(J)(x0+h ) and 
Yh 0) at x 0 (0~jgn-1, see (23) and (2)) the condition 
for the Runge-Kutta coefficients, generated by 
G = (011,1)(1)((ll2)(1)) admits the representation 
__ v (n  ;)  v 1 v 1 v 84 Z c - J (E  3(-)n-wZ a( )" Z a (2)a '  
(n-j+7)! ge l  g X=I g)~ -'AJXx=I "gX "-A#= 1 ~ #1' 
(49) 
4. COMPARING THE PRECEDING RESULTS 
WITH A THEORY FOR NYSTROM METHODS, 
BASED ON PARTITIONED ORDINARY 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Interpreting x as a dependent variable with x' = 1, 
x (j)~- 0 (2~j~n-1), the system (1) may be considered 
as a partitioned system of f=st order differential 
equations of the form 
Yj'= ~(Y1,...,Yn) (l~<j<n), (50) 
where y(j-1) is replaced by Yj and 
~(Y1 ..... Vn) = Yj+I ( l<j<n-1),  
~n(Yl'""Yn ) = F(Y1 ..... Yn) (51) 
holds from (1), including x to the vector YI" Using 
P-series for representing the solution and approxima- 
tion of (50) as Taylor series at x 0 (see Hairer [5]), the 
order conditions for the Runge-Kutta coefficients 
follow from the study of the set TN of special P-trees, 
defined in [5]. 
Assuming (40), the remaining subset of TN can easily 
be found by using definition 2 : Let t G denote the 
rooted tree corresponding to the elementary differen- 
tial G (an explanation of rooted trees is given in 
[2,3,7]). Then t(p) consists of one fat node called 
the root of t(p) with index n, and p meagre nd-nodes 
above without some index, which are connected with 
the root each by one arc. (The indices of P-trees 
should not be mixed up with the monotonic labelling 
of trees, which is not considered here). If 
G = (qU1,...Js)G1...Gs as defined in (17), t G is got as 
follows : connect he roots of tGi ( l~i~s) with a 
new fat node (the root of t G with index n) along 
some lines consisting ofji arcs and Ji-1 meagre nodes, 
which are labelled by n-ji+l, n-ji+2 ..... n-1. Further- 
more put q arcs with meagre nd-nodes to the root 
of t G (see the fourth tree of Fig. 1). 
p 
r t  i ' t  r l  
q {~n -j;, + 1 
r l  
t(o ) t(1 ) t(p) t[qU1,...,js) G1... Gs] 
Fig. 1. Trees resulting from definition 2. 
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The total number of arcs occuring in t G is identical 
with the order u of G. The rules of corollary 6 are 
interpreted as follows : 
1. Put an arc with a meagre nd-node to each fat node. 
2. If q end-nodes are connected with one fat node as 
seen in fig. 1, then for allj E{1 ..... q}, replace j end- 
nodes and the adjacent arcs by a line consisting of 
j arcs and j-1 meagre nodes with indices n-j+1, 
n-j+2 ..... n-1 as in Fig. 1, and put t(1 ) to the free 
end of this line. 
Since the P-trees considered in [5] are related to the 
j-th part of (50) by the index j of the root ( l~j~n), 
only P-trees belonging to Yn are given above. To get 
the P-trees relative to Yi ( l~j~n' l ) ,  a descending line 
of n-j arcs and meagre nodes labelled as in fig. 2 is put 
to the root of each tree t G. The resulting trees are de- 
noted by tjG, where the new root is the lowest node 
of tjG with index j. Hence, all trees of TN which 
remain after assuming (40) are known. 
n° ' l  
j÷l ~,,x. 
J 
t G =tnG tjG (j<n) 
Fig. 2. P-trees relative to the 
function Yj ( l~j<n). 
Interpreting 1emma 16 by Hairer [5] for the partition- 
ed system (50) with (51), one can find the order con- 
ditions relative to each P-tree immediately by the 
following instructions as done in [7] for n=2 : 
To each fat node of a P-tree t with root-index j attach 
a summation letter g,Xau ..... Then, ~he order condition 
relative to t takes the form 
~/(t). Z c(gn-j+l).¢ = 1, (52) 
g,X~ .... 
where ~ is a product containing the factors 
3~)x whenever a lower fat node "g" is connected with 
a higher fat node "h" byj arcs without other fat 
nodes between them; 
aq whenever the fat node "g" is directly connected 
with q meagre nd-nodes. 
Ifp(t) denotes the total number of all nodes (fat ones 
and meagre ones) of t, 7(t) finally results as the 
product of all p(i), where~i represents all P-trees (in- 
dusive t) which are got, if one root after the other 
and the adjacent arcs are left away. 
Example 18 
We consider the P-tree t(j+l)G relative to Y(J)=Yi+I 
J 
corresponding to G = (011,1)(1)((112)(1)) f rom 
n-q n -1  
\ °' 1 n n n n n n n - t  fl 
rt 
/ n -2  
/ .+1% 
, {j* l  • i (n )  
Y _ 
t t G 
p(i) = n-i+8 (j+1~i~n),2,5,3,2 
Fig. 3. Subtrees occuring in t(j+l)G from example 18. 
examples 5 and 17. 
By the above instructions we get 
7(t(j.~l)G )= H (n-i+8).2.5.3.2 = _1 .(n-j+7)!. 
' i= j+ i  84 (53) 
Therefore the condition 
• K 6 (1)  a a (2)  % 
(54) 
resulting from (52) is identical to (49). 
Thus, there are two different ways to find the order 
conditions for Runge-Kutta-Nystr/~m methods, 
applicable to systems of n-th order differential equa- 
tions. 
5. APPLICATION TO RUNGE-KI.~FTA-FEHLBERG 
METHODS 
By a p-fold differentiation f the given system of 
differential equations (1) to get the extended initial 
values y(n) y(n-bp) (p-)0), and by the transforma- 
0 ..... 0 
tion 
n+p 
Y(x)---- ~/(x) +~-----1 j'l (X_X0fi y00), (55) 
Fehlberg [9] obtained some Runge-Kutta formulas 
whose order was increased by p as against he order 
of classical Runge-Kutta-NystrSm methods without 
multiplying the stages. The function evaluation F0 
in (2) and (3) even may be omitted. This follows, 
since the initial values of the "transformed" system 
of differential equations 
~(n) = F(x,Y,Y',...,W/(n-l)) (56) 
satisfy the conditions 
go = %'  = . . . .  = %(n+p)= O. (57) 
Thus the corresponding elementary differentials of 
orders u~p and those which include such an element- 
ary differential s any "factor", vanish at x 0. In the 
comparison of the Taylor series of both the exact 
solution and approximation, the conditions for the 
Runge-Kutta coefficients, generated by the above 
elementary differentials, no more must be satisfied. 
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TABLE 2 
Conditions for Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m (p=0) and Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg methods up to order p+4 (for all con- 
ditions up to order p+7 see [12]). 
No. 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
u elementary condition for the R-K coefficients relative to y(n-j) ( l~j~n) 
differential 
0 
p-H 
p+2 
p+3 
10 p+4 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
(o) 
(p+l) 
(p+2) 
(ol~)(p+~) 
(p+3) 
(OI1)(p+2) 
(111)(p+1) 
Z c0_ ') _ 1 
K ~ .j! 
z cO) aP +1 = ~p+l)! 
K ~ (p+1+j)! 
Z c o) a p+2 = ~p+2)! 
• r r (p+2+j)[ 
Z cr0) ~ a(1) ,,p+l = (p+l)! 
g X vg~, "X (p+2~)! 
z cO) aP "v3 = ~p+3)! 
r r K (p+3q'j)! 
r k g^ ^  (p+3+j)! 
o z(1.> ~+1 .(p+3)(p+l)! 
r (p+3+j)! 
Z; c~ ) Z a(1) Z~1!  a p+l = (p+l>! 
r k " rk  St . , , .  St (p+3+j)! 
z = (p+l)! 
r k v rk  (p+3+j) !
c~ ) aP+4 = (p-l-4)! 
r (p+4+j)! 
cg0) +3 = (p+3) !
Z cr0) a r Z a(1) +2 k vKIE a~ = (p-t--4)(p+2)! 
g (p+4+j)! 
c~ )a2 ~ a(1) +1 g g . vg k a~ _ (p+4)(p+3)(p+l)l 
(p+4+j)[ 
~ ( J~  a(1) ~ R(1) aP+2 = (p+2)! 
g" cg)~'vg~k u ~ St (p+4+j)! 
g~ cg 0) ~ vg~,a(1) ~" PZ V.AS t a(1) a p+lp -- (p+4+j)!(P+3)(p+I)! 
Z a(1) E c~)ar k v~k ~ ~.t) ap+l = (p+4)(p+l), 
K St (p+4+j)t 
c~)X~ ~(~ E ~1,? E 8 (1) a P+I 
St ""- v-/.w = (p+l)! 
(p+4+j)! 
a(1),, x2 _ 6 Z c~ ) (~; ~'r~, '~/ 
(4+j)! 
g (p+4+j)~ 
a~+l (p+4)(p+l)! 
K (p+4+j)! 
Z c (j) ~ fl(1) Z~2)  aP+l = (p+l)! 
r r X g)" S t 'a# St (p+44j)] 
(Otl)2(p+1) 
(0[2)(p+1) 
(p+4) 
(OI1)(p+3) 
(111)(p+2) 
(211)(p+1) 
(011)2(p+2) 
(0ll)(lll)(p+1) 
(lil)(011)(p+l) 
(011)3(p+i) 
(0{],1)(1) 2 
(0{2)(p+2) 
(1{2)(p+1) 
(0{1)(0{2)(p+i) 
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elementary condition for the R-K coefficients relative to y(n-j) ( l~j~n) 
No. u differential 
~; cK(j ) ~(2) aP+l = (p+l)! 22 p +4 (012)(01l)(p+1) g ~ K)~ ~)  gt (p+44j)! 
23 (013)(p+l) E cg 0) a(3) a~ +1 = (p+l)! 
. . . .  K h ~ ~'KX (p+4+j )  ! 
The lower and upper bounds of the variables, g,Xga and v are omitted. The first condition is only to consider 
in classical Runge-Kutta-Nystr~Sm methods. Condition No. 18 only must be satisfied for p=0. 
TABLE 3 
Coefficients for a three-stage formula, applicable to the system y(n) = F(x,Y,Y ,,...,y(n-1)). 
al  = a2 = p+2,  a 3 = 1; 
p+4 
3(1) = 3(p+4)P +1 , 
Z,.I. 
2(p+2) p+2 (p+3)  
3(31) = 4(p+3) 3(2 ) = 
3(p+4) '
cl(J) = i 
(p+2+j)~ 
c~) = i(p+3)! 
3(p+2+j)! 
[c0(J) = j2 ~( j ) _  1 
(2+j)~ ' lo 2).j~ 
LB(1) = (p+4)P +1 4(p+3) 
31 - ' (p+2)P+2 3(p+4) 
3(p+4)P 3 
(p+2) p+2 (p+3) 4(p+3)' 
[(p+4)P +2 (p+l)! _ (p+3)! ], 
2(p+2)P+l 3 
, c3G) = (2-i)(p+2)! ( l~j~n). 
2(p+2+j)! 
8(2) = !.] 
( l~ j~n) ;  "20 8 
3(2)  _ 1 32 2 
TABLE 4 
Coefficients for a two-stage formula, applicable to the special system y(n) = F(x,Y,Y ,,...y(n-2)) which does not 
depend on y(n-1). 
a l  = p+2 a 2 = 1 • a(2) = 2(p+4)P 
' ' "21 p+4 (p+2)P+2 
el(J) = j(p+4)P+2(p+l)! , c2(J) = (2-i)(p+2)! 
2(p+2)P +1 (p+2+j)! 2(p+24j) ! 
[CoO ) = j2 ( l~ j~n)  ~0) - 1 (2~<j~n) l 
' 10 (2+j)! 2J.j! 
( l~j~n) 
In particular, this is true for equation (40), so that 
this assumption o more must be made to apply 
definition 13. 
The order of those elementary differentials which 
furthermore have to be considered, is at least u=p+l. 
In the case where p is chosen very high or even re- 
mains variable, the determination of the Runge-Kutta 
conditions by the classical way of successive differen- 
tiation is very complicated. However, the formulas of 
theorems 12 and 16 are universally applicable. This is 
also valid for equation (52), ff the corresponding 
P-trees are determined. 
In table 2 we present all those elementary differentials 
of orders p+l until p+4 which occur in the Taylor 
expansions of Y(J) (x0°da) and Yh 0) (0~j~ n-l) of the 
transformed system (56). 
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To get a gunge-Kutta-Fehlberg method of order p+q 
for each derivativey(n-J) ( lg jgn) ,  only those con- 
ditions of  table 2 have to be satisfied for computing 
~/(h n-j),- which are created by the elementary dffferen~ 
rials of  orders p+ 1 until p+q- j .  In the case that the 
Runge-Kutta scheme is explicit, it may be necessary 
to choose the nmnber of  function evaluations Fg 
(respectively Fg in Nystrtm methods) in (2) sufficient- 
ly high to guarantee the existence of all elementary 
differentials up to the desired order in the Taylor 
series of  the approximation. Considering classical 
Runge-Kutta-Nystrtm algorithms the special case p=0 
is valid, and additionally the condition generated by 
G=(0) has to be satisfied. Then the conditions of  
table 2 are identical to those of  Bettis [6]. 
Example 19  
Finally we present wo explicit Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg 
formulas of  order p+4 (p~0 may be arbitrary). The 
first one is a threestage algorithm whose coefficients 
are listed in table 3. Those coefficients which are 
listed in brackets, have only to be considered in 
Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m methods. In this case we obtain 
the algorithm by Zurmiihl [8]. The two-stage method, 
characterized by the coefficients of  table 4, is applic- 
able to special systems of the form 
y(n) = F(x,Y,Y',...,Y(n-2)) (58) 
which do not depend on y(n-1).  For p=0 the 
coefflcicnts of table 4 are the same as in Albrecht 
[11]. All coefficients not mentioned in tables 3 and 4 
are  $¢t to  zero .  
In a forthcoming paper we will consider some extend- 
ed Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg methods (see [13,14]). A 
further extension of  these methods enables us to con- 
struct a new transformation similar to (55). In con- 
trast to the given system (1) the transformed system 
(56) of  the new method no more depends on 
T/(n-1). Hence, some simplified Runge-Kutta schemes 
may be used. Some explicit formulas are presented 
and applied to some numerical examples. 
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